All the peoples of a vast northern part of Eurasia and the
A fundamental difference between the two systems is that greed and gains were totally alien to the aborigines' way of thinking, and it was the land inhabited by their ancestors' spirits, through which they perceived the forms of fetishism, totemism and shamanism together, that served the basis of aboriginal true religious feelings. The ancestors' shadows influenced future generations with memorable items that reminded of their lives (bows, quivers, jars, lassos, and other objects) and were endowed with special qualities for contacts with other worlds. Having travelled a difficult way of development, such evolution of shamans' attributes reflected the model of the Universe, and the fetishes served as temporary abodes of spirits and deities and embodied their sacred images at the same time.
The legend of Ellei, the founder of Sakha who put his blind father into a хааhах bag, attached it to the saddle and fled to the North, is a prominent example of the ancestors' cult, rising to shamanism. Different versions of the legend say that an old shaman was 270-300 years, whereas, according to the custom, all elderly people after 70 took a voluntary death. Hence, the conclusion that the legend was not about a living shaman, but about the spirit personifying nine generations of tribal ancestors seems logical. It is curious that the great shamans' tombs had to be updated thrice in the course of 300 years and only then their souls were relegated to oblivion forever. The fact that Ellei was considered the first "white" shaman provides a new meaning for his road saddlebag with the ancestor's bones left on the Verkhniaia Lena (the Upper Lena) and gives us reason to consider it a shaman's tambourine prototype (Vasiliev 1998) .
Extending this thesis, we referred to the language of the Buryat Mongols. The lexis of this language demonstrates close parallels with the Yakut хааhах ('bag') and кэhэх ('quiver'), the parallels being хэсэ and хэц ('tambourine') (Bol'shoi akademicheskii mongol'sko-russkii slovar' 2002, further referred to as BAMRS).
A quiver as a symbol of the archer warriors was apparently among shamanic attributes.
Connection of a quiver to a tambourine is not accidental, as the charms of the bow and the arrow were found in the Mongolian and Turkic shamans' costumes. In the light of this it is worth while drawing attention to folk healer A.K.
Chirkova's memory about her father Konstantin
Ivanovich, a strong shaman: as a child he often disappeared and played with the local spirits' children (Il'iakhov 1993) . The author of the book added an interesting story to it. The story ran that a future shaman would seclude himself in a deserted house (өтөх) and secretly studied the ways of performing shamanistic rituals, using a tambourine instead of a miniature bow and arrow.
Thus, there appears a version about the relationship of a tambourine's body with a kiris string that later turned into the string of a violin. This is evidenced by one fact mentioned by R.K. Maak: "All Yakuts assured me that shamans had not the only instrument they called tungur which they beat with a tampon (bylaiakh) and by means of which they descended to the underworld. They also had another instrument, the instrument being a dugur. Yakut fairy tales say that the shaman beat this dugur with a metal spatula, at the same time runing his fingers over But what does the iaia word mean then? Basing on the fact that kobyz and huur were shamanistic attributes, we can assume that the ancient Turkic word iaia is an "a pronouncing" analogue to the modern ieie, iiie, iie, iiae, iia, ie, esh, iche, ichchi terms with a common meaning 'owner, master', 'spirit' (Sevortian 1974) . In this case, iaialyg is The following preliminary findings can be made public against this background:
The cult of aiyy creators is inseparable from a system of the Sakha people's shamanism, whereas "white" shamans were priests of those clans and tribes that kept horses. At that the light-patrons of horse cattle were equal to the totem deity-spirits and shaman-ancestors.
Very archaic beliefs associated with the cults of the earth and foremothers were in the basis of the cult of the Aiyyhyt mother-goddesses. In later eras the earth goddesses were displaced by male deities. As wives or daughters of the heavenly creators they dubbed their names and functions. Shamanic tambourines, drums and violins were symbols of the totemic ancestors' wombs; their sacred trees grew over the shamans' graves. Coffin blocks, leather bags and funeral urns, which served as containers for storing the souls of the ancestors for whom reincarnation to continue the shamanic kind was inherent to, were early prototypes of ritual instruments.
Restoration of the iaialyg music instrument owned by Chura, a Turk popularly known as Iaia oҕul. The National Museum of Mongolia, Ulan Bator. Photo by the author. 2014
